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INTRODUCTION

“I’m going to make him an offer he can’t refuse.”

This is the line immortalized for a lifetime from the movie, The Godfather?

Have you seen it yet? If not, you should.

It’s made from the story in the book of the same title written by Mario Puzo? (Yes, it was a book
before it was a critically acclaimed movie.)

It’s one of my favorite movies.

This line came off a memorable scene from the “Godfather” movie was when major movie
producer, Jack Woltz refuses to cast Johnny Fontane in a movie that would resuscitate Fontane’s
career, and John asks his godfather Don Corleone for help whereupon the Don says, “Don’t
worry. I’m gonna make him an offer he can’t refuse.”

And it’s not just for the drama and badass characters it featured.

If you know anything about marketing and copywriting, you’ll notice there are a few killer
copywriting principles sprinkled throughout the movies by the iconic Don Corleone — a.k.a. The
Godfather, played by Marlon Brando.

Especially of course, the infamous line: “I’m going to make him an offer he can’t refuse.”

When you’re dealing with mobsters, what happens next is anyone’s guess.

The next morning Jack Woltz woke up and sees the bloody head of his favorite prize horse in his
bed. That is a message that is impossible to misunderstand. You know what happened next, don’t
you? Of course John Fontane gets the movie role he wants.



You can watch the clips here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idP5-vtkhBE

and here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4N_UkHyBvc

It is a “copywriting commandment'' that every single time, an offer should be so appealing that
the prospect feels like they have no other choice but to take it.

But there’s another, lesser-known lesson in persuasion laced throughout the movie as well.

Here it is.

As soon as Vito Corleone started making his way up in the world — long before he became the
“Don” — he offered help to people in his neighborhood, even when there wasn’t a clear benefit
for him at the material time.

He’d give them money. He’d advice them. He’d get their children out of trouble.

On the surface, it made Vito seem like a generous and compassionate person, and he was.

But there was an ulterior motive, a selfish one behind these good deeds:

It was…

Debt.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idP5-vtkhBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4N_UkHyBvc


You see, Vito always wanted people to feel like they owed him a favor.

He did favours for and helped them so that one day he’d ask them for something too.

You know like, “I did _____ for you, now you do _____ for me,” knowing full well that they
would not refuse.

A natural give-and-take with every relationship.

And it always started with him giving.

That way, when it came time for him to take, people felt like they couldn’t refuse him.

Now here’s the thing…

This feeling of obligation can happen when you give all kinds of assistance.

In Robert Cialdini’s seminal book on persuasion, he calls it, “The Law of Reciprocity”.

What you give doesn’t matter. It just has to be immensely useful to the receiver.

It could be a free…

● Report

● Trial membership



● Complimentary tickets

● Course

● Strategy session

● Gift card

I started using this strategy when I started out in business. Back then, I wrote lots of sales letters
for free!

These days, I give away tons of hours of my personal time teaching other people about business.

Give… then… receive.

When people feel like they’ve received legit value — the kind that's cost you time, money and/or
resources — then they feel obligated to settle the debt (i.e. buy from you).

And that is the main premise of creating a mafia offer.

Make sure your offer has the cloak of you given them more than you ask them for in exchange.

Provide real value upfront.

It’s what the Godfather would do.



CHAPTER ONE

WHAT IS A MAFIA OFFER?

An offer is the presentation of what you are asking people to buy from you. When you are
making this request, it must be as crystal clear as possible to understand as a Mafia Don’s
instructions, an unrefusable mafia offer.

And what makes a Mafia Don’s offer unrefusable?

Because you will literally and physically die, if you refuse to grant their request. They will move
mountains to have you killed.

In the marketing world, you don’t need to use violence or blackmail to get people to buy. An
irresistible and superior offer will suffice.

A mafia offer is essentially an offer that is so good to any purchaser who is in the market for
your product or service that they would have to be absolutely illogical to buy that good or service
from anyone but you.

Now, in order to craft your own mafia offer, you need to understand a principle which was
pioneered by Eliyahu Goldratt back in the 1990’s.

This theory is known as the Theory of Constraints.

The Theory of Constraints essentially states that in any business, there is always an internal or
marketing constraint that limits the system’s performance relative to its goal. In other words,
there is always a particular issue in any business’ structure that limits how much profit can be
generated for a given amount of overhead.

The mafia offer is essentially building a business proposal for clients that seeks to remove
constraints on their perception of the value of your product or service.



As an example, let’s say you are in an industry where the standard delivery time for your type of
product is 2 weeks, but your customers and potential purchasers would love to have the product
sooner.

However, the constraints of equipment performance, design, raw material acquisition for
producing the product, etc., make it difficult for any business in your industry to improve at that
time.

Also let’s again say you get your production team together and you break down the whole
production process into its miniscule parts. Then you challenge all the assumptions to that
process. As you do so, you discover that if you stockpiled enough material on hand you could
deliver the product in one week or less. However, you would need to be able to finance the
stockpile of materials.

In studying your competition, you discover that none of them finance or stockpile materials.
Everything is ordered on an as needed basis. You also discover that none of them have the assets
or collateral to get the financing required to stockpile materials. The interest on such financing
would eat away substantially at their profits.

So you decided to proceed to get the financing, stockpile the materials, and offer your customers
and potential customers delivery in one week instead of two.

Now this is a mafia offer.

Why?

Because, since delivery is important to your customers, they would be crazy to turn down your
offer to get them the product in one week, whereas if they went with your competition they
would have to wait an additional week.



The second reason it’s a mafia offer is because your competition can’t, or is unwilling, to match
your offer, at least in the near future.

So creating a mafia offer requires you to examine the constraints on your company’s processes
and remove the constraints that will allow you to give your customers what they want, while at
the same time creating a condition that your competition is unable or unwilling to duplicate.

You can make up to twenty times more money than any of your competitors simply by giving
your customers something that they’re not getting anywhere else. You can make people want to
spend their money with you instead of another company when you know exactly what it is that
your customers or your prospects aren’t getting anywhere else.

The only way this happens is if you have a mafia ofer.

Get it?



CHAPTER TWO

CHARACTERISTICS OF A MAFIA OFFER

A Mafia Offer can be sold successfully to 70% or more of all prospective buyers and usually
commands premium pricing. Can you imagine closing 70% of all clients who investigate your
products or services? It may sound far fetched, but with a Mafia Offer 70% is only just the
beginning!

Basic economics tells us that market value is a function of supply and demand. Imagine that the
demand for your product suddenly surges. This means that you could sell at a higher price and
still make more sales, simply because your item is worth far more to the customer. In other
words, any buyer would have to be out of her mind to buy the product from anyone except you.

In order to create an offer that can command this level of buy-ins, you need to know what they’re
not, but more importantly what they are.

So let’s begin.

Mafia Offers Do NOT Require an Innovation

Innovation is absolutely necessary for long term sustainability.  No question. But using
innovation as your sole means for increasing sales is that -- it’s short lived.

How long do most innovations last?  How long does it take your competitors to copy?

And, new products and/or new markets are a risky proposition.  So if the majority of companies
could have a Mafia Offer, why use innovation as your sole approach to increasing sales?

But if you have to innovate, the process they laid out in Blue Ocean seems like a very good one.



Mafia Offers are NOT based on Price

And I would say the same thing about price.  Price reductions can also be copied very quickly
and do not typically provide a sustainable advantage. In fact, price reductions are a race to the
bottom of the death kneel. The most profitable companies in the world do not compete on price.

Mafia Offers Are NOT Marketing Methods

The distinction is that the mafia offer is an offer, rather than a marketing method. The mafia offer
is also not a great headline, marketing piece, or positioning statement; it is actually based on
doing something that your competition can’t or won’t do.

It cannot be arrived at in an afternoon, since it requires deep soul searching and a clear
understanding of one’s industry and competition.

Mafia Offers Are NOT New Products

Creating new products often requires a lot of investment in time, money and effort. New
products won’t necessarily generate new business. Existing products and services can be
rearranged in a way to make them desirable and more appealing.

Now, if I ask you to make a list of why I should buy from you, what would you say?

Here is a list of the typical answers:

● We provide great customer service

● Our quality is outstanding

● We innovate and/or help our customers to innovate

● We have great employees



● We deliver results

● We have a very knowledgeable staff

● We are responsive to our customers’ needs

● We have a great reputation

● Our customers trust us

These are NOT a Mafia Offer -- Don’t your competitors say the exact same thing?

All good companies have these qualities or they wouldn’t be in business for long.  I call this the
blah, blah, blah answer because that’s what it sounds like to your customers and prospects.

A Mafia Offer is NOT a list of strengths, a cliché, subjective, or offered by the competition.  In
addition, it is sold differently.  When you have a Mafia Offer, you are making a business
proposal.    Everything changes.

Mafia Offers are Different from USPs, CVPs, and SCAs

USP - Unique Selling Proposition

CVP - Customer Value Proposition

SCP - Sustainable Competitive Advantage

Mafia offers basically take what you already do and state it succinctly but with more specificity,
aimed at one or a few of their customers’ problems or gaps in current market offerings.

So let’s describe what mafia offer look like:



A Mafia Offer is an Offer to Your Existing Clients in Your Existing Markets

A Mafia Offer requires you to examine the constraints on your company’s processes and find a
way to deliver what customers need when they need it, an offer your competition wouldn’t
DREAM of matching! Or if they try to, they can't do it.

What this means is, it then requires you offer terms and conditions that will make your
competitors laugh at what they think is your stupidity, then cry at your brilliance when it starts
choking them.

And here’s something else to note.

A Mafia Offer is an Extraordinary Offer

When creating your mafia offer, be sure that it’s commensurate with the type of fish you're going
after.

Many people want to attract whales, yet they create offers only fit for minnows.

What is a whale?

A whale is a wonderful prospect or customer that you really want, a loyal customer who won't
commoditize you and measure you apples for apples. A whale is a customer that will feed you
and your family and your community for years to come.

The problem is that most people are using minnow offers to try to catch a whale. So what do
whales like? And why don't more people use whale bait? Because whales don’t fit into their
comfort zone.



Sellers are accustomed to selling the way they personally buy. To attract whales and catch
whales, you must be a whale or think like a whale. To catch whales, you must have a larger
perspective that may be outside of your comfort zone.

The offer examples you’ll see in the coming pages will definitely surprise you, maybe even
shock you, because they are WHALE offers, MAFIA offers.

You may think some of them are overboard, but they are exactly what mafia offers should be
like. They should hold your prospect’s attention and “force” them to act how you want them to.



CHAPTER THREE

WHAT TO DO BEFORE YOU CREATE
A MAFIA OFFER

Mafia offers don’t come from ordinary businesses, because marketing is a lot like fishing.

Let me explain.

I like to refer to prospects as fish, and the more you understand how fish think, and act, the better
off you’ll be.

I want you to imagine yourself walking along a pier on a lake, or maybe you visit a pond, or a
river, and you can look down and see fish swimming as they hunt for food and stay away from
predators.

They are influenced by wanting to eat and staying away from danger; they’re thinking about
food and fear.

They are NOT thinking about what you want them to eat. They’re thinking about what they want
to eat.

Those fish are just like your prospective clients and customers, they are thinking about feeding
themselves and creating a mafia offer is just like catching hungry fish.

Many business owners want a magic ad or promotion that’s going to give them 100% response
rates and a 500% ROI every time.

While many of my clients do achieve those kinds of results, it doesn’t usually begin that way.



We begin by FIRST, finding out two things.

1. What the fish (our prospective clients/customers) want to eat

2. If we have that exact thing.

Why do we do this? Because we KNOW that the best marketing in the world won’t do you any
good, unless it meets the needs of your hungry fish.

In other words, before we try to catch those fish, we need to know what they want to eat.

So let’s start with the most important marketing question:

What do your “hungry fish” really want?

______________________________________________________________________________

Write down your answer in vivid detail.

And no, do not guess, or assume, because whatever answer you come with doing either of these
will very likely be wrong.

Begin with your hungry fish in mind

If you were able to quickly write down a one sentence answer, congratulations!

Because if you have something to offer that your fish are hungry, they’ll come to you



Most business owners begin their answer by explaining what they have to offer. It’s no wonder
many entrepreneurs feel like they’re chasing clients.

Have you ever seen a fisherman, who went into the water and started chasing fish around?

No? Exactly my point.

Great marketers don’t chase, they ATTRACT.

To be successful, you must first understand what your fish want. Then, create an irresistible offer
they can’t refuse.

and to be able to create this offer they can’t refuse, let's ask another question.

Do you have this thing your “hungry fish” really want?

______________________________________________________________________________

If you don’t then, you have to create it, and it has to be based on the exact thing the market
wants.

How do you do this?

I’ll tell you how in a later chapter.



CHAPTER FOUR

CREATING A MAFIA OFFER

If you are a business owner or manager, then you are always looking for ways to make more
profit doing what you do best, right?

What if I told you that one of the most radical methods for ensuring your success in business is
not a matter of beating your competitors' prices or service?

What if I told you, you could do it using a simple strategy that will be so under the radar your
competition would be wondering what you’re doing?

Are you intrigued as to how this was possible? What could this strategy possibly be?

What if I told you that instead of focusing on offering a cheaper service or product to your
customers or clients, that what I want you to do is increase the value of your service or product in
their eyes to such a level that they can hardly refuse your offer?

Now, you have heard me talk many times about creating value. But today I have a new twist for
you…no matter what you sell, one of the most scientifically effective ways to maximize your
profits would be to create what is known amongst the business savvy as a “mafia offer.”

If you think this is some clip out of an old mobster comic, you should think again. A mafia offer
is an offer that you can craft for almost any business which will allow you to close maybe more
than 80% of prospective buyers. Imagine closing on 80% of the clients who review your
products or services. Sounds too good to be true, but with a mafia offer it isn’t; and, 80% is only
the beginning.

Since mafia offers rely on offering a proposal to each and every customer that they literally
"cannot" refuse, you insure your business’ profits and future. I am sure you are intrigued, so read
on to understand how a mafia offer works and how a cutting-edge theoretical construct known as



the Theory of Constraints, or TOC is the backbone of the mafia offers to a degree of almost
surreal effectiveness.

Cutting Costs is not the answer!

Most business owners erroneously believe that being cheaper means they’ll get more buyers. that
is very far from the truth.

The idea is NOT to offer the lowest price or to reduce your overhead! The idea is to offer your
market something different from your competitors that have a higher perceived value.

I call it creating a “competitive bubble.” The goal is to put yourself inside that bubble so no else
can be compared to you.

At the fish market, every businessperson is selling fish. And every customer is deciding whom to
buy from based on only two things: price and quality.

For the seller, that creates a pricing trap. Whoever has the lowest price without sacrificing quality
will sell more fish. That’s not the game you or any successful entrepreneur wants to be in.

Instead, you want to give buyers another reason to buy from you and pay you even more than
your competitors.

You want a completely different measuring stick, especially, if you’re not the cheapest and
you’re not the most expensive, then you must compete on something else – a superior advantage
that anything else cannot be compared against.

What does that mean?

The answer: Create a higher perceived value.



This is the value you offer in your competitive market, because irresistible offers, mafia offers -
it's all about perceived value.

You should take your time in creating a mafia offer, one that will make your prospects say “I
have got have that!”

It’s a no-brainer for them.

Perceived as superior.

Superior to what, you ask?

Superior to what your direct and indirect competitors are offering in your marketplace.

Superior to whatever else your prospect has encountered before now.

And the good thing is all you need to do to convince them yours is superior is by just making
them believe it is, in their mind.

Here’s an example: if you are a medical doctor who works with weight loss patients, you are
directly competing against other medical doctors who work with weight loss patients. And, you
are also indirectly competing against personal trainers, gyms, weight loss supplement vendors,
exercise equipment sellers, weight loss ebook authors, and many others.

So why should people who want to lose weight listen to you and ignore the others?

You make your offer to them so irresistible when they hear it, they will feel foolish and unlucky
if they do not take advantage of it.



How do you do this?

By showing them how yours is easier to access/use, cheaper, faster, better, lasts longer, has more
quantity, is exclusive, trendy, cutting edge, profitable and so on and so forth. The more of these
elements you can ingrain into your offer, the more appealing it will be.

Irresistible offers often create an illusion that a purchase is an invitation to participate, not a
request to purchase, and they are self-explanatory. If you have to explain it, it's not compelling,
neither is it irresistible.

Basic business theory tells you that supply and demand is behind every instance of buying and
selling in the business sector. This means that even if it costs you near nothing to acquire a
particular item, it will demand a significant market price if it is in high demand. Market value is
a function of supply and demand.

Now, imagine you could instantly increase the demand for your particular item significantly
above the rest of the competition. This means you could sell your item at a higher price than the
competition and still make more sales than the competition, simply because your item is in
higher demand.

Sound impossible?

It is not, and this is the basis of the mafia offer. I will show you how to create one in the next
chapter.



CHAPTER FIVE

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN MAFIA OFFER

To build an irresistible offer, first you need to ask yourself,

“What is the most valuable thing you could do for your customer?”

What would they want? Then go about putting that thing together and presenting it to them for
purchase.

Now here’s something to note: You MUST UNDERSTAND that what people say they want and
what they really want are not always the same thing.

Remember this principle, the next time you get on a crowded plane in economy class and head to
your cramped middle seat in the back, with a screaming infant seated behind you at no extra
charge.

Here’s what I mean by the above line.

For years, travelers have been complaining about crowded planes and cramped seats, and for
years airlines have been ignoring them.

However every once in a while, an airline creates a campaign to respond to this concern, saying:

“We’re giving more legroom in coach/economy!”

It sounds great, passengers would love that right? I mean who wouldn’t want to stretch their legs
a bit.



Of course doing this means removing some seats from the plane to create more space, which
means the remaining seat tickets prices have to go up to accomodate for the removed seats.

In a few months though, the airline inevitably reverses course and removes the extra inches of
space.

Why?

Because despite what they say, most travelers don’t value the extra legroom enough to pay for it;
instead, they value the lowest-priced airfare above any other flight concerns.

Airlines have figured this out, so they give people what they really want, which is low fares —
not what they say they want, which is extra legroom.

This is why airlines like RyanAir continue to thrive because they don’t care about leg room or
even confort. For  €18/£18 (sometimes even less if you book ahead of time), you can fly them
from Madrid to London.

So in essence, your mafia offer MUST be what people really want and are willing to pay for.

Now let me ask you a very important question: Are you just offering things for sale? Think about
it before you answer.

More than 93% of all businesses just offer things for sale. In other words, they simply sell a quid
pro quo.

In one sense, that's really what business is. You offer something and your customer pays you for
that item. They give you something and you give them something. The problem is, that ratio is
only 1:1.



You see, when most people sell something, they project a certain value to it, based on what value
the market sets. Most business owners allow market assumptions to drive their pricing. Their
offer says something like this: “If you pay me money, I will give you my products or services. And
if you give me $100, then I will give you $100 worth of service.”

Wrong, wrong, wrong!

Why is this so wrong?

Because, in today's crowded marketplace, a simple 1:1 offer doesn't catch anybody's attention.

You have to stand out by offering something that’s at least a 2:1, 4:1, or even a 10:1 ratio,
meaning for every kobo they spend with you, they receive at least two to ten times the value
back. You can no longer offer equal value for equal money. In order to make the offer irresistible,
you must up the ante.

Your prospects have to feel you are giving them so much, they must be cheating you!

Here’s another principle you must bear in mind:

Most people like to buy, but we don’t usually like to be sold to.

An offer you can’t refuse may apply subtle pressure, but nobody likes a hard sell. Instead,
compelling offers often create an illusion that a purchase is an invitation, not a pitch.

For example, look at a site like Groupon which has been successful in recruiting their customers
to do most of their marketing for them. The biggest complaint about them from their customers
is that they sell out of deals too quickly, also known as “They won’t let me give them my money!”

Building a mafia offer will:



● Fundamentally challenge how you do business

● Will force you to improve your operations in order to deliver on the offer (and give you a
reason to do it)

● Change your company culture

● Will increase your profits

● Help you recover from a cash downturn.

It is built on:

● What are (or could be) your internal capabilities compared to your competitors, in other
words, what is your comparative advantage, a.k.a., why should your prospective
customer choose to buy?

● How do you and your competitors sell your product or service, in your industry?

● How are your customers affected by your current capabilities and how you sell? Do they
have to wait, even if they’d rather not wait? Do they have to consume the product/service
in a particular way, even if there’s a more convenient alternative? And so on.

Ask these questions:

● Is my offer unrefusable to the customer?

● Can our competitors match it?

The Constraints of any offer are:

- Time



- Local (and maybe international) laws

- Available alternatives

- Resources

How To Construct A Godfather Offer

Here’s an exercise that will help you put together the offer your audience won’t be able to refuse.

I call it the “Magic Formula to a Godfather Offer”. It is:

The Right Audience + The Right Promise + The Right Time = An Offer You Can’t Refuse

BASICS:

● What are you selling? _______

● How much does it cost? _______

● Who will take immediate action on this offer? ________

Take a pen and write down EVERYTHING you could give to the customer if you had the power
and resources to do so, then start reducing it to what you actually can.

BENEFITS:



● The primary benefit is ________

● An important secondary benefit is ________

OBJECTIONS:

What are the main objections to the offer? That is, why would people say “NO” to it?

1. ___________________________________________________________________

2. ___________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________

How will you counter and overcome these objections?

1. ___________________________________________________________________

2. ___________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________

TIMELINESS:

● Why should someone buy this now?



● What can I add to make this offer even more compelling?

10 Points To Be Aware Of When Crafting A Godfather Offer

#1. Your offer should be clear and easy to understand

Your offer should be easy to understand. It should convey its value within seconds. Don’t be
vague with your offer. Make the outcome plain as day to see. For example, 50% discount is
easier to calculate and understand than a 17% discount.

Your conversions will increase when your prospects clearly understand the value.

#2. Your offer should alleviate pain and satisfy a deep desire

Your offer should be seen as moving away your prospects from real or perceived pain to
pleasure, and it should satisfy a deep desire they have, as discovered in your USP.

#3. Your offer should be perceived as higher value

How is your offer perceived? Is it perceived as a no-brainer? Or just another deal that your
prospect can get anywhere? Are you separating yourself from your competitors?

These are questions you need to ask yourself to get a good understanding of your prospect’s
mindset.

Make the value outweigh perceived or real cost. If your offer is not perceived as unique and of
high value, your offer will fall flat.

You can do this in two ways.



i. Give them more value or potential for value than their investment. You can do this by selling
them something that will make or save money, or by selling something where the emotional
benefits are higher than the monetary cost.

ii. Make it easier for them to get results. If you can create a checklist that makes keeping track of
their progress easier, do it. If you can offer a type of mindmap or perhaps some case studies that
gives them real world examples, find a way to include it. All of this makes your product easier to
use and increases the perceived (and real) value.

Things that can help your prospects perceive your offer as higher value include testimonials, case
studies, and scarcity. Make sure to incorporate these elements into your offer.

#4. What is your Damaging Admission?

A quick way to increase credibility and believability is to admit a flaw that is not a deal-breaker.
If your offer sounds too good to be true, then most people will think it is and won’t believe you.

You see this example a lot in popular movies. For example, Superman is faster than a speeding
bullet, more powerful than a locomotive, able to leap tall buildings in a single bound but he is
powerless against kryptonite. This flaw makes him seem more human and relatable. You should
do the same with your offer.

A common damaging admission is to admit that your product/service is not for everyone and
you’ll only see results if you work hard.

By marketing your message for only “certain people” you will increase credibility.

#5. Value of the deliverables has to be lopsided in favour of the buyer

The value of each of your deliverables (what the prospect is getting when they eventually buy)
needs to be perceived as high-value as well. If you have a court case, a free consultation from a



well-known lawyer like Femi Falana, SAN, will be and is perceived as higher value vs. some
unknown Barrister Joe Bola who lives on your street.

If you sell digital products, deliverables like audio, video, books, and consultations all need to be
seen as having a value that is lopsided in favour of the prospect. For example, a hardcover book
is seen as having a higher value than an e-book.

#6. Have a true risk reversal/money-back guarantee

A risk reversal is a good thing to add to your offer. A money-back guarantee will increase
conversions. But, do you know what’s even more powerful?

A true risk-reversal.

If you are offering a money-back guarantee people will still need to spend time using your
product/service. They don’t get that time back. Their time is wasted using your product/service.

A true risk reversal would compensate them for their time. A true risk reversal would eliminate
all the risks for the prospects. This makes your offer a lot sweeter and easier to digest.

A common true risk reversal is offering to pay your prospects for their time if they don’t find
your product satisfactory.

Now, that’s a convincing guarantee. It shows that the seller has 100% faith in their product,
almost to the point of insanity. It not only instills much more confidence in the buyer, but it urges
you to step up your own game to deliver on that promise.

It’s also something people are likely to talk about, like, “Hey, have you seen that ridiculous
guarantee that one company has?”

It’s even better if you can promise a specific result that relates to your outcome.



How can you create some type of convincing guarantee and deliver on it? Find out.

#7. Make sure to overcome every objection

Prospects won’t convert unless every objection is overcome. You need to address and overcome
every objection in your copy before your offer is even seen.

#8. Remember The Magic Formula

Remember the Magic Formula:

The Right Audience + the Right Promise + the Right Time = An Offer You Can’t Refuse

In order of importance, the right audience (also known as the right list/the right target market)
which is defined as a hungry audience, plus the right promise (which is defined as your offer),
and the right time will equal an offer your prospects can’t refuse.

All elements need to come together to create an irresistible and superior offer.

#9. Use scarcity and urgency with a fixed time frame

Scarcity and urgency are the most important tactics you can use to influence purchase decisions.
Your offer will be perceived as having the higher value when it’s scarce. People gravitate and
lust after things that are seen as scarce and unavailable.

The most common types of strategies with scarcity is having a deadline for your product/service
or having a limited amount available.



There is a lot of fake scarcity out there. People won’t believe unless you have provided a good
reason why your offer is scarce.  Your reason has to believable and authentic. You don’t want to
burn bridges by providing fake deadlines.

#10. Remind them of their pain

Prospects are not buying your product/service because you think it’s great. You might love your
product but your prospects don’t care. They buy because your product/service is solving a pain
or a challenge in their lives.

You should remind your prospects of the pain they are currently experiencing and the problems
you are solving with your offer.

Do this and you are close to having yourself a mafia offer.



CHAPTER SIX

HOW TO PRESENT A MAFIA OFFER

How To Present Your "Mafia Offer" The Right Way!

Constructing the right offer is only half the puzzle.

What your offer is or includes is only one piece which can make or break your

marketing efforts.

You also need to understand how to best frame and present your offer after it's

constructed properly.

Present your offer to your prospect incorrectly, or even a little off, and you, your sales,

and your business suffer.

You must have the "right offer"... AND.... the "right presentation" of that offer.

This is why legendary ad man, Bob Stone, said...



If you’re not sure what Bob means by "the manner in which an offer is presented",  take a look at
this little example below.

Look at this list below of discount statements which could be part of an overall offer...

1. Get it at Half Price!

2. Buy One, Get One Free!

3. 50% Off!

They all are saying the same thing because each one presents the same discount offer...

But each one uses different words... different positioning... different framing to present the price.

Same pricing offer; different price presentation.

So...

How Big Of A Difference Does Offer Presentation Like This Make?

Well, according to Bob Stone, after testing these three pricing offers to the same audience, they
found that one of those price presentations above produced (and continues to produce) a
WHOPPING 40% INCREASE in sales conversions.

Can you guess which one it is?



Take a minute and do so.

So what's your answer?

1, 2, or 3?

If you said “2”, you are CORRECT!

OF these three options:

1. Get it at Half Price!

2. Buy One, Get One Free!

3. 50% Off!

“Buy One, Get One Free!” increased sales by 40%!

That shows you could be losing-out on a lot of sales simply by how you're presenting your offer.

With everything going on in the economy... the level of competition online we all have online...
and the widespread skepticism of prospects, if you're in a competitive or crowded marketplace...
and if you want to make it easy for your prospects to see why they should choose you over every
other option they have.

Your Mafia Offer needs to be presented correctly.

Why?



Because your prospects have lots of other options to choose from besides paying you.

They can choose a competitor who maybe has their own mafia offer! Or they can keep doing
what they've been doing... or... they can simply do nothing.

You should NEVER... ever... underestimate the task of getting your prospects to choose to spend
money with you.

Please recognize this: your prospects have a crazy high level of doubt and skepticism today.

So it takes extreme, extraordinary measures to move lots of people to spend money with you.

Right now, let’s learn how to do that.

So the first thing about presenting your offer is…

BELIEVABILITY

Your offer must be believable in order to work. people cannot see it and go, “no, that is too good
to be true”.

If it seems too good to be true, even if it is true, no one will respond.

And a simple way to make your offers believable is to have a “reason why” you are making it.
Sometimes this “reason why” doesn;t even have to be stated, it can be implied.



For example, when I hear Domino’s Pizza’s “Hot Pizza in 30 minutes or it’s free” I think, “oh the
reason they’re doing it is because they want to have great customer service so they retain me as a
customer”, they didn’t have to say it, it’s implied.

VALUABLE

Your offer has to be valuable to people in order for them to want it.

Back in 2000, MTN’s “Buy One, Get One Free” was valuable because now people could have a
second phone and line/number they technically didn’t pay anything for that they can use, or gift
to someone else, and it would be highly appreciated, especially because mobile phones and lines
were still new, scarce, and expensive.

FREE

The closer you move to free, the more paying customers circle around and submit to your Mafia
Offer..

And free doesn’t necessarily have to be the price.

Here are different ways to use FREE in your offer.

● Free Bribe with a purchase: you offer something for free if they buy this other thing

● Limited Free offer: you offer a trial of the entire package, but without some of the
components, then you upsell a version of the full version.

● Free Trial with Penalty:  here you offer a free trial for a set time, but with a penalty
attached to conditions. For example, a gym can say, sign-up on a 28 day free trial, and
you get to show up at least 4 times a week, and feature in our transformational videos,
any no-shows is a =N=10,000 penalty.



● Free with a Deposit: you offer that prospects put XXX down as a deposit, and they get it
back towards the end of a set time, or they can apply it to another purchase.

● Free Forever: with this you need to understand your product and have other ways to
monetize your customers. This works when you know the next thing they’re going to
need after they get the free thing. For example, I can give away a tea making set, then
upsell my customers the teas, and other products for many many months down the road.

● Free Giveaway: here you give away something that’s perceived of high value, and then
upsell the main thing.

● Free with Commitment: thisworks really well with monthly subscription
services/products, where you can offer the first part of your thing for free (could be their
first month), as long as they commit to a certain number of months or whatever else you
prefer.

EASY TO EXPLAIN

Your mafia offer should not be confusing, it should be easy to explain in one sentence or two at
the most what it is that the offer is.

If you cannot explain it like that, then it is not clear enough to a prospect. and if you get it right,
it will make you more money than you know what to do with.



CHAPTER SEVEN

EXAMPLES OF MAFIA OFFERS

In this chapter , I want to give you examples of incredible offers that have been created,
presented to and bought by customers locally and around the world, to the tune of billions of
dollars, even trillions of dollars, examples you can glean ideas from for your own inspiration,
tweaking and use maybe.

1. Vegas World Hotel and Casino

Vegas World was a casino/hotel opened in 1979 on Las Vegas Boulevard owned and operated by
Bob Stupak. It was also signed as Bob Stupak’s Vegas World.

Stupak bought the land on which he would eventually build Vegas World with money he raised
himself and from his father’s friends. On March 31, 1974, he built a small slot joint called Bob
Stupak’s World Famous Historic Gambling Museum. Although, on May 21, the place burned
down when an air conditioner caught fire.

After the fire he managed to persuade Valley Bank to lend him more than $1 million to complete
what would be known as Vegas World. Vegas World opened on Friday, July 13, 1979 with 102
rooms, with the motto “The Sky’s The Limit”.

At its peak, Vegas World made $100 million a year in gambling revenues.

What is remarkable is the direct response advertisements, offering value packages, and often
seen in the back pages of magazines like the National Enquirer. It's a unique
offer that helped make Vegas World famous.

Below you’ll find one of such adverts. Read it and see how irresistible the offer is which caused
the hotel to be…



Fully Booked Two Years in Advance!



Listen to this deal and see if you’d wouldn’t act on this if you were an occasional gambler:

“Act now, to receive a virtually free Las Vegas vacation. For $198 per person or $396 per couple
I will:

1) Put you up in a luxurious mini suite in an exciting Las Vegas hotel right on the famous strip.

2) I will give you free tickets to a show with name entertainers.

3) I will put a chilled bottle of champagne in your room for free.

4) I’ll let you drink as much as you want for free, whether you’re at the gaming tables playing
slots or in one of the lounges.

5) I’ll hand you $1,000 of my money to gamble with for free.

6) I’ll let you keep all your winnings.

7) I’ll guarantee you’ll win a color TV, VCR or a faux diamond ring.

Obviously I’m not going to give this incredible deal to everybody in the whole world. There can
only be (here they insert a small number) of these vacation packages available. So it’s First
come, first served.”

If that’s not an irresistible offer, I don't know what is.



You can find the ad above and two other variations of the same advertisement, but the same
offer, run over a period of at least 15 years, at the link below

https://swiped.co/file/vegasworld-offer/

2. Columbia House

Back when I was in University, I w=used to read A LOT of music magazines - Word Up, XXL,
Source, Sister2Sister, e.t.c. - each month I’d buy them and inside every single one of them was
this ad.

You took it out of the magazine and behind it was Columbia House’s office address and space
where you could fill in your name, email, credit card number, then affix a stamp on it and mail it
to them.

https://swiped.co/file/vegasworld-offer/


I filled out so many of them but never aield it, because the fine print at the bottom of each card
said the offer was for residents and citizens of the United State of America only.

This offer stopped being a mafia offer of course when online streaming came along. The buying
public could now get their music for less than a dollar and immediately too.

Columbia filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in 2012.

3. Hyundai – The Korean Luxury Car Maker.

We will buy back your new car if you get laid off in the next two years

Hyundai USA made this offer when the recession started, and it helped dramatically increase
their market share in the US.

4. Federal Express – The First Overnight Mail Delivery Service in the World

FedEx is a $27 billion company so essential that corporate commerce might grind to a halt if
they and their progeny ceased business.

The company originated with an idea expressed in a Yale undergraduate term paper authored by
founder Fred Smith, which according to popular lore received a C from his skeptical professor.

The company filled a huge need at the time, because the monopolistic United States Postal
Service provided unacceptable results to really important people, mainly on Wall Street. So Fred
took Wall Street’s money and became essential by providing an offer that couldn’t be refused –
guaranteed overnight delivery.

When it absolutely, positively has to be there overnight.



About the only thing this offer doesn’t communicate is price. If the price wasn’t right, FedEx
would not have blasted off; but in the early days, price wasn’t the first question you asked if it
really, absolutely, positively had to be there the next morning.

5. Domino’s Pizza

Tom Monaghan entered the world of pizza with a single location he bought in 1960. Pizza is a
tough business – it’s the only food item that has its own category in the Yellow Pages, and there’s
always several shops to choose from in any reasonably populated area.

While trying to expand the business, Monaghan faced near bankruptcy and franchise disputes
that almost buried Domino’s. But one single promotional idea changed everything and put
Domino’s in an overwhelmingly dominant position in this ultra-competitive field:

We deliver fresh, hot pizza in 30 minutes or less… or it’s free.

That simple guarantee was explosive. The secret to the offer’s success resides in the nature of
your average tired, hungry, time-strapped citizen. What seems like the safer bet – the tastiest
pizza in town with unpredictable timing, or the pizza that arrives in a half-an-hour or else ends
up a free meal?

The irony is, back before Domino’s had to discontinue the offer in 1993 due to an auto injury
lawsuit, the pizza sucked. Some think it still does.

Each day, more than 1 million people in more than 50 countries eat Domino’s making it the
World’s largest pizza chain.

It’s a MAFIA Offer that changed the pizza industry).

6. Sujimoto – Luxury Real Estate provider



This offer blew me away when I first saw it. Take a look at the image below and see for yourself.

7. NairaBET



Get paid even if your game accumulator slip has a losing bet

This client was facing really tough competition as the market matured, and competitors sprang
up every new week.

To make matters worse, there was very little to differentiate one from the other - the games
available were the same, the odds were pretty much the same, only the company names were
different.

We needed something that was unprecedented in its nature in the industry, and we found it with
bet accumulators. The way accumulators work is you can place bets on several sports events but
combine them all as one bet. This pushes your total odds to win really high, potentially
guaranteeing hundreds of thousands, even millions if you win.

The catch however was if even one game from the accumulated bets goes against your
prediction, you lose your entire stake, even on those that are correct, and bookies will just keep
your money. At best, some bookies just return the amount used for the stake.

Now enter the One Game Cut offer.

So basically the One Game Cut offer was NairaBET rewards punters who were unlucky because
one game spoiled (cut) their bet slip.

Imagine playing an accumulator bet slip comprised of 15 games, with say a stake of =N=100
with a potential win of =N=200,000. Then one game spoils that ticket. It is usually very painful.

At NairaBET, you still get paid a percentage of the value of the bet slip, in this case, a percentage
of that =N=200,000. so even though you don’t get it all, you still get far more than your stake.

Like not winning, yet winning.



As you can imagine, this offer took the industry by storm.

8. Bonderman Fellowship

Every year, the Bonderman Fellowship offers $20,000 to graduating seniors at the University of
Washington.

The fellowship has very strict rules, which is:

Take our money in cash and travel the world on your own; don’t come back for eight months. Oh,
and once in a while send us a quick note so we can tell your parents you’re alive.

If you’d guess that hundreds of students compete for the fellowship every year, you’d be right.

9. BuyWell Properties

When we launched our real estate business, we wanted to make sure we had something that
would break us into the market really quickly. because before us, there were already hundreds of
real estate companies in existence.

So we said:

We will buy back your purchased land anytime within two years of it’s purchase, (this is what we
call a Guaranteed Buy-Back offer) if you want to sell at the same price you bought it, and we will
also waive the survey fees for the property you bought, and also give you an architectural
plan/design for the house you want to build on the property.

No one else was offering  a buy-back offer, we could because we knew that most people bought
land to hold it for the long term anyway.  only  few would be interested in selling in two years,
and only if it was an emergency.



We also could waive the survey fee as a tradeoff for acquiring new business and for the duration
the offer lasted.

Adding an architectural plan to the offer was genius. No other company did that. All they did
was have mandates for the type of building design any client who bought their property had to
build. We went beyond that and added the drawing and sketches. We knew it would cost around
=N=2 million to hire a professional, accredited architect to design one. so we hired a firm to
design a bunch of them and offered them for free to our clients.

10. MTN Nigeria (circa Year 2000)

In 2000, the Federal Government of Nigeria, sold telecommunication licenses to companies, and
MTN Group of South Africa and Econet Wireless of London were winners of the bid.

They then rushed to deploy the services to a populace who not only wanted it, but NEEDED the
service and product.

Econet Wireless launched first, stealing the spotlight, and MTN coming in as second now needed
to make a statement. And they did, with their “BOGOF” offer.

Buy One, Get One Free (BOGOF)

The offer was simply, you buy a particular phone model (back then Nokia, Siemens, Ericsson
and Motorola were the leading phone manufacturers) which came bundled with an MTN SIM
card, contract and free call units, at a particular price, and you will get FREE, another (but)
cheaper phone also bundled with an MTN SIM card contract and free call units.

11. Oliver Parker Watches

A watch brand made by Africans for Africa, and targeting it’s urban youth.



Here’s the offer for this watch:

Buy one watch and if it ever scratches, or peels off, or discolors, anytime within 6 months, we
will replace it at NO EXTRA CHARGE to you

It sounds insane. What if the customer drops it and it scratches? But that’s what mafia offers are
made of - competitors can’t match it.

The idea is almost no one would send for a replacement if they knew the scratch was their fault.

12. EToro’s CopyTrader™

Etoro, a top social trading and multi-asset brokerage company that focuses on Forex and crypto
launched a new tool and built their entire offer around it.

They said:

Join our platform, instantly view what real traders are doing in real time and when they trade,
you trade. With eToro’s CopyTrader, you can automatically copy the top-performing traders on
our platform, and instantly replicate their trading in your own portfolio, whether you’re a
beginner learning the basics or you simply don’t have time to watch the markets. The AVERAGE
YEARLY PROFIT of our 50 most copied traders is 83.7%.

This offer is kick ass! Even if you are just starting out, they say you just copy successful people,
and you don’t even have to know them or talk to them at all!

13. Casper

This company sells mattresses, and here’s their offer.



Sleep on our mattress for 100 nights. We deliver it to you for free too. anytime within these 100
nights, if you don’t like it, just tell us and we will come pick it up and give you a 100% refund.

Tell me, aren’t you feeling a little sleepy right now, so you can just take them up on this? 😀

14.

Below are some links to great articles about different kinds of offers that have proven to be
winners over the years.

Remember that many great offers are combinations of two or more individual offers, so feel free
to mix and match.

- Offers That Raise Response and Lower Risk
http://www.copyblogger.com/raise-response-lower-risk

- Offers That Reduce Price and Increase Urgency
http://www.copyblogger.com/reduce-price-increase-urgency

- Offers That Improve Terms, Add Services, and Make Bribes
http://www.copyblogger.com/offers-terms-services-bribes

- Offers That Increase Profits and Generate Inquiries
http://www.copyblogger.com/increase-profit-generate-leads

http://www.copyblogger.com/raise-response-lower-risk
http://www.copyblogger.com/reduce-price-increase-urgency
http://www.copyblogger.com/offers-terms-services-bribes/
http://www.copyblogger.com/increase-profit-generate-leads/


CHAPTER EIGHT

PRACTICAL MAFIA OFFER CREATION

Here I want to use the ideas and methods shared in the previous chapters to show you in practical
terms how to create a mafia offer.

Let’s say for example,  I run a travel agency, and I want to sell a vacation ticket to Dubai, you
start with the basics.

What are you selling?

Answer: A vacation / much needed rest  / unwinding

How much does it cost?

Answer: (your price range here)

Who will take immediate action on this offer?

Answer: (who is your target market? - sex, age, education, income level, location)

Next, write down what the primary benefit of vacationing in Dubai is.

What is the primary benefit of taking up this offer, right now?



Answer: ____________________________

What is an important secondary benefit for taking up this offer?

Answer: ____________________________

Next you list out what the objections to yoru offer might be.

What are the main objections to the offer? (can be several objections, list them all down)

Answer: ____________________________

How will you counter these objections?

Answer: ____________________________

Next is the question of timeliness.

Why should someone buy this now?

Answer: ____________________________



What will you give them in return for their money?

Here you make a list of what you can give them, aka. your offer. The trick is not to withhold
anything. If you could give them everything, no holds barred, without any worries or questions,
what would you give to make it the most memorable vacation they’d ever been on?

Here are a few ideas;

- Return air tickets to the UAE
- Chauffeur driven to and from the airport
- 5 Star hotel stays for as long as their vacation lasts
- Free daily buffets
- Dubai City Tour with a guide
- Chef prepared dinner
- Private boat ride
- Desert safari
- Fishing trip
- Dhow cruise
- Park and Aquarium Visits
- Sights and Sounds of the UAE (Abu Dhabi, Ras-Al-Kaimah, Fujairah)
- etc

Can you fulfill this mafia offer you just put together?

Now look at how much you want to charge for the trip and start removing any of the items on the
list that can’t fit in for the price.

You want to be as close to perfection as possible for the price you’re asking. and to make sure
what’s left cannot be matched by your competitors and is so attractive that anyone viewing it
says, “I’ve got to have that.”



Finally...

What can you add to make this offer even more compelling?

Answer: ____________________________

Maybe it’s a guarantee, maybe a free gift if they confirm their booking by a particular date,
maybe it’s a secret activity thrown in for free but which will be revealed only when they’re in
Dubai, but which is guaranteed to blow their breath away.

Add this to the offer to make it more tight, stronger, and irresistable.



WRAPPING UP

A lot of marketers don’t understand the importance of the offer. An offer is one of the core
elements of any marketing campaign. Sum up your offer with the main benefits of your
product/service.

Make sure your offer is perceived as superior and irresistible. Remember, the most important
thing to keep in mind is that your offer has to make them say “I’d be crazy not to take advantage
of this.”

You should never underestimate the amount of effort it takes to get a prospect to buy your
product or service. It takes massive, significant effort to get your prospects to buy, so you should
focus on selling the offer and not your product/service.

Always remember, the offer is the deal you’re giving the other side. People are inherently selfish,
they always want more for less and they will take the offer, the deal, that represents more for
them within reason, and which they believe to be real.

Make your offer sweet and tantalizing, make it over the top but make it real, and you’ll have
people  scrambling all over themselves to grab it.



RECOMMENDED READING

Here's an article to read about creating offers: https://www.copyblogger.com/kids-eat-free

Uber-marketer Mark Joyner devotes an entire book to the subject of offers. He breaks down
how hugely successful businesses are built upon an Irresistible Offer. See the book by clicking
here: https://amzn.to/2HAQ92U

Another great companion read to the book above is Seth Godin’s All Marketers Are Liars. Find
it here: https://amzn.to/2DGItIk

https://www.copyblogger.com/kids-eat-free
https://www.copyblogger.com/kids-eat-free
https://amzn.to/2HAQ92U
https://amzn.to/2DGItIk

